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The aim of this paper is to analyze the meaning of hagiographic and iconographic subject Madonna finta within Dominican 
theological learning and religious practice, through a comparative analysis of word and image in the hagiography of Peter 
Martyr and female living saints from the 16th century: Caterina de’Ricci and Osanna from Kotor, based on the principles of 
the Reformed Dominican Order present in the hagiographic literary opus of Serafino Razzi. The framework for considering 
the use of the iconography of the Madonna and Child to present the apparition of Satan is represented in two essential Do-
minican theological concepts: accentuating the power of the host and the doctrine of transubstantiation as a real presence 
of Christ in the Eucharist and eradication of the heresy. Serafino Razzi’s mission to spread the observant reform in Dubrovnik 
and Kotor is a key to understanding many layers of the vita di Osanna including the appearance of Falsa Madonna.
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The hagiography of the Kotor Dominican tertiary Blessed Osanna (1493–1565), Vita della reverenda serva 
di Dio la madre sour Ossanna da Cattaro, dell’ordine di San Domenico, written in 1589 by Dominican Serafino Razzi 
from Florence, contains valuable facts for understanding the guiding principles of the Dominican Order at the 
end of the 16th century. In one episode, Satan took over the form of Virgin Mary and child in order to tempt the 
Blessed Osanna: “Lauorando per tanto un giorno, cetto pannolino, di cui douea farsi un corporale pel sacro altare, le 
apparue Satana in forma della Madonna col figlio picciolo in braccio, e salutandola lodò che ella si esercitasse & oc-
cupasse in somiglianti cose”.1 This is an exceptionally rare sort of demonic metamorphosis and can be found only 
in several hagiographies. The episode of the “false Madonna is mentioned in the Life of the Dominican preacher 
and inquisitor Peter of Verona (Peter Martyr) written by Thomas Agni de Leontino in 1272: “Operatione diabolica 
non mondica apparuit lux, et in forma virginis filium in gremio tenentis super altare stetit [daemon] et ait: Fr. Petre qui 
usque nunc mihi fuisti contrarius, ego pietatis mater parata sum a filio meo tibi misericordiam impetrare, si Romanae 
Ecclesiae errore relicto, horum meorum fidelium volueris ad haerare consortio”.2 The examples from the 15th and 
the 16th centuries refer to the vita of Franciscan nun Caterina Vigri (1413–1463) and the vita of Dominican mystic 
Caterina de’ Ricci (1522–1590).3 Although the hagiography of Peter Martyr dates from the 13th century, the topic 
of Madonna finta became current only during the Dominican Observant reform and after the Council of Trent. In 
favor of this is also the fact that the episode from the vita of Peter Martyr attained its full iconography only in the 
Cappela Portinari in the Basilica di Sant’Eustorgio (Milan) where the tomb of Saint Peter Martyr is placed. Vincenzo 
Foppa painted the fresco Miracolo della falsa Madonna also known as the Miracle of the Host (1464-1468) – the 
scene when a Dominican preacher reveals an apparition of the devil disguised in the form of the Madonna with 
Child.4 Agnolo and Bartolomeo degli Erri depicted the cycle of St Peter Martyr in a polyptich for the church of St 
Dominic in Modena almost at the same time (1460-1470), but the episode with the Miracle of the Host was pre-
sented with the revealed Satan leaving the church in his demon-like appearance.5 
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1 Vincenzo Foppa, Miracle of the False Madonna (Miracle of the Host), fresco in the Cappella Portinari of the Church of Saint 
Eustorgio, Milan, c. 1468 (photo: M. Štitić)
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In order to understand the phenomenon and the theme’s restoration in the second half of the 15th and the 
16th century, it is necessary to shed light on the context in which the episode appears in hagiography and iconog-
raphy. What do all the representations have in common? The Dominicans, female mysticism, Observant reform, 
stressing the authenticity of the Incarnation and the doctrine of transubstantiation as a real presence of Christ in 
the Eucharist, as well as an effort to eradicate the heresy which denied the reality of the Incarnation. Thus it is nec-
essary to analyze the meaning of this hagiographic and iconographic theme set in the vita of St Peter Martyr in 
the 13th century, as a part of a female mysticism and the Dominican observant theological learning in the second 
half of the 15th and the 16th century. The occasions for the analysis of the subject of the Madonna finta is its pres-
ence in the Vita della reverenda serva di Dio la madre sour Ossanna da Cattaro. Although it involves a local cult, the 
framework and the main figure of the story was Osanna’s biographer, Serafino Razzi (1531-1613), a Savonarolan 
Observant Dominican. Razzi started his activity in the convent of San Marco in Florence where he took the Do-
minican habit in 1549.6 His spiritual father was Francesco Romei da Castiglione (Generale dell’ Ordine), who wrote 
about Caterina de’ Ricci and her illusioni del demonio and fraudi diaboliche.7 Razzi had an exceptionally significant 
role in transferring the traditions of the observant reform from Florence to Dubrovnik and Kotor. After the schol-
arship period, Razzi received an order to travel on a mission to reform the convents in Dalmatia. He settled at Du-
brovnik in a Dominican monastery where he worked on the reform of the Congregazione Domenicana di Ragusa. 
During his stay in Dubrovnik, he received an invitation from the Kotor bishop Mons. Girolamo Bucchia in 1589 to 
come to Kotor in order to hold la quaresima in the St Tryphon’s Cathedral.8  This was an opportunity for Razzi to 
become acquainted with details from the life of the blessed Osana. Namely, Serafino Razzi in his homeland was 
especially prominent in promoting the model of the female living saints based on the principles of a reformed 
Dominican Order and the revering of Girolamo Savonarola.9 The life of the local blessed Osanna from Kotor was 
actually based on the topoi present in the rich hagiographic literary opus of Razzi.

Serafino Razzi, as a Savonarolan sympathizer, attempted to rehabilitate his teaching, but very cautiously, 
considering that church policy did not always favor Savonarola’s influence.10 The influence of the predecessor is 
especially noted in Razzi’s promoting of the model of the female living saint cults, especially in building and shap-
ing of the cult of Caterina de’ Ricci. Serafino Razzi, who after being present at Caterina ecstasy and receiving the 
stigmata (which emitted a mysterious light), asked to be accepted as her figliolo spirituale.11 In 1577 he published 
the first issue of Vite dei santi e beati del sacro ordine de’ frati predicatori così huomini come donne.12 Also, in the later 
years of his career, Razzi was the confessor to nuns in the convents that had been founded in line with Savon-
arola’s reforms.13 For a more profound insight into this issue, it is necessary to recapitulate that soon after Savon-
arola’s death there was a strong tendency on the part of his followers to impose a complete enclosure in some 
female monastic communities in Tuscany, and then in northern Italy (the Piedmont’s visionary Caterina Mattei 
da Racconigi [1486 –1547] is a good example of this activity).14 I consider that Razzi’s endeavor to strengthen the 
cult of the blessed Osanna from Kotor by writing her hagiography, based on a newly established model of female 
sanctity – living saints (sante vive), should primarily be understood as an effort to convey the traditions of Obser-
vant ideas into an area on the very edge of Catholicism - Kotor. This was Serafino’s basic task when he set out to 
Dubrovnik, and the writing of a hagiography for an exceptionally revered local living saint was a very inspirational 
and rewarding area for spreading the reformed Dominican ideas. The endeavor to promote the cult of the blessed 
Osanna according to the models which he himself spread and built up in Italy, can be recognized in numerous 
episodes from Osanna’s vita. One of these is the tempting of the Kotor tertiary by the devil, a topic which Serafino 
Razzi often referred to not only in the hagiographies of the Dominican living saints, but also in his sermons.15  

The use of iconography of the Mother and Child, one of the two basic Christian images, as a form of de-
monic apparition was exceptionally disturbing.16 In the hagiographies of female mystics, visions and apparitions 
play a decisive role. The visionary was thought to be particularly vulnerable and fear of demonic delusion is evi-
dent.17 Thereby, the biographer of Caterina Vigri called this tam subtilem esse fraudem.18 The doctrine of discretio 
spirituum provided a means for visionaries and mystics themselves to examine their visions. The sin lay not so 
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much in having a false vision as in communicating it to others. Only if visionaries conformed to the precepts of 
discretio spirituum could they effectively communicate their visionary experiences and execute their divine mis-
sion to influence human behavior and belief. It is also present in the Dialogue of Caterina da Siena, the Dominican 
tertiary and patron saint of the Observants. She warned that the devil may present himself under the guise of an 
angel or a saint to deceive souls.19 On the other hand, Franciscan nun Caterina Vigri (also linked with Savonarola’s 
teaching) composed a training manual Le Sette Armi Spirituali, the lessons for the novices at Ferrara - Caterina lists 
the seven spiritual weapons for combating Satan and made it clear that even the most profound mystical experi-
ence could be just a demonic illusion, based on her own visionary experiences.20 Satan in Osanna hagiography 
challenges her discretio, her ability to discern between good and evil. The dangerous provocation of a disguised 
demon is to cause misleading visions, which not only disturb an ascetic’s full dedication to God. The ascetics 
must work on his ability to discern between good visions and demonic appearances and practice uninterrupted 
prayer in order to combat demons. The desert, as a places of spiritual conversions, was especially full of demons.21 
The concept of a “desert in the midst of an urban ambiance” is the key to understanding Osanna’s distinct ascetic 
accomplishment in Kotor. Serafino Razzi in Osanna’s hagiography stresses that her ascetism aroused much as-
tonishment amongst the local people as they had hitherto known that an eremitic life could be practiced within 
an urban environment (ne sapeua che eziandio in mezzo alle città si potesse ritrouare l’eremo come l’hauea pure 
ritrouato questa semplice pastorella).22 The subtle demonic apparitions had the aim to tempt women mystics into 
sins of pride and disobedience. Serafino Razzi stresses that Satana in forma della Madonna first praised Osanna’s 
needlework and then by using clever language he attempted to convince her that such ascetic sacrifice and daily 
suffering was not to God’s taste, and also, according to the words of la finta Madonna, her son was not request-
ing from anyone to be their own murderer: “Hora non sai tu, Ossanna mia, che gli è scritto, Non volere essere troppo 
giusto? Perche dunque tante affizzioni? Perche si lunghi digiuni? Perche cosi acerbe discipline, e flagelli? Perche cosi 
stretta clausura? Hora sappia che questa tua tanta austerità non è punto accetta al mio figliuolo. Il quale non vuole 
che alcuno sia di se stesso micidiale. Lascia adunque questo tuo tanto rigore di vita cosi austera: & habbia piu com-
passione alla tua propria carne. Refero queste parole ambigua, a sospesa l’ancilla di Christo. Onde partita la finta Ma-
donna, mandò à chiamare il padre Fra Vincenzio prefato, à cui ella in quel tempo si confessaua, & il tutto per ordine gli 
confer”.23 The way of unmasking the disguised demon in the Vita di beata Osanna is formally and in content very 
similar to the Vita di Caterina de’ Ricci written by padre Filippo Guidi.24 

Razzi stated in Osanna’s hagiography how the Kotor-based recluse was instructed by her confessor, padre 
Vincenzo Bucchia, to spit in the face of the falsa Madonna when she appeared: “Onde comandò alla sacra Vergine, 
dopo vna saluteuole esortazione fattale, che inuocando il nome santissimo di Giesu Christo, à i demonii tremendo e 
spauenteuole, le sputasse in faccia. E si sia disse spirito buono, nõ di spirito cattiuo, per essere superbo, si scoprirrà, 
e riputerà ciò fatto in sua contumelia, e scorno”.25 Almost the identical episode we find in the Vita di Caterina de’ 
Ricci written by Filippo Guidi. He described how Caterina de’ Ricci was advised by her uncle and confessor padre 
Timoteo Ricci: “Però le comandò, che quando le appariuano piú, prima si facesse il segno Santissimo della Croce, e poi 
sputasse loro nel volto. Disse allora Suor Caterina, dunque volete che io sputi nella faccia di Giesù, della Vergine Maria, 
e di tanti Santi? come volete ch’io habbia ardire di gittare queste immondizie loro nel volto, e ch’io faccia queste ingiurie 
al mio Signore? come volete Padre mio ch’io v’obbedisca? Rispose il Padre, che non hauesse questo timore, perche se 
fussero veramente santi, non resterebbono macchiati, perchè la loro gloria non può infettarsi da immondizie terrene, 
si come il raggio solare non si macchia”.26 

The differences are in the details: before that, Osanna should inuocando il nome santissimo di Giesu Christo, 
while Caterina should first make il segno Santissimo della Croce. In fact, the scene of unmasking a demon by spit-
ting in the face was also present in numerous satanic temptations in the ascetic life of the blessed sister Caterina 
Matthei di Racconigi. She was a Dominican tertiary, very much influenced by Savonarola and was a contemporary 
of Osanna and Caterina de’ Ricci. In 1577, Serafino Razzi published a collection of hagiographies of significant 
members of the Dominican order, among others also the vitae of Caterina di Racconigi and Caterina de’ Ricci.27
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The framework for considering the use of the iconography of the Madonna and Child to present the appari-
tion of Satan are two important elements in the hagiography of Saint Peter Martyr and Blessed Osanna. The first 
involves the power of the host and the doctrine of transubstantiation as a real presence of Christ in the Eucharist, 
and the second the fight against heresy. In both episodes in which the demon appears in the form of Madonna 
and Child, there is an emphasis of a real presence of Christ in the Eucharist and the power of the host as the real 
flesh of Christ. Essential and conceptual similarities can be seen via a comparative analysis of the context of the 
theme in the two examples. Heretics invite Peter Martyr to see the apparition of Mary holding the baby Jesus in 
their church, hoping this will convert him to their faith. Suspecting the apparition to be a devil for protection the 
preacher brought the host concealed in his garments (cappa).28 He displays the consecrated host before the ap-
parition, thus unmasking the devil, who had taken the appearance of the Madonna (“Tunc B. Petrus pyxidem, in 
qua Christi posuerat corpus, quam sub cappa detulerat, protulit, et ipsam aperiens, dixit ei: si es vere mater Dei, adora 
hunc filium tuum”).29 The power of the Eucharist is underlined.30 

Unlike priests, female mystics could not unmask Satan with the elevating of the host. However, in Osanna’s 
hagiography, the Eucharist as a way of struggling against demons was highlighted appropriately, which stresses 
the role of the lay woman and female mystics. Satan appeared at the moment when Osanna was embroidering un 
corporale per sacro altare, upon which the host was to be laid out. The accent on the strength of the host points to 
an underlining of the significance of the Incarnation of Christ mystery. The presence of the Madonna and the host 
in the episode emphasizes the parallel between the Incarnation and Consecration. It is exactly the authenticity of 
the Incarnation which was the key topic marking the Dominican and especially Peter Martyr’s religious practice 
and inquisition. 

Linked with this is the second issue, which shall be more closely studied. It is very important to point out 
the context in which both episodes with Madonna finta appear. Specifically, in the case of Peter Martyr, his most 
important role should be stressed – an effort to eradicate the heresy which denied the reality of the Incarnation. 
Born in Verona c. 1205 into a family of heretics, Peter reportedly proved early on his willingness to defend the 
Roman Catholic faith in the face of heresy.31 In the phenomenon of the appearing of the blessed Osanna in Ko-
tor society in the 16th century, the Observant Dominican effort in preserving the Catholic faith should be noted 
- Osanna was born in Christian Orthodox family (Rasciani - Raška, medieval Serbia), and S. Razzi considered them 
schismatics (“I parenti suoi furono christiani, ma imperò della seta dei Greci detti Rasciani, i quali in molte cose discor-
dando dalla chiesa Romana, oggi da noi, come scismatici sono tenuti”).32 The use of the well known iconography of 
the Madonna and Child in a form of Satan’s temptation served to stress the learning which the Dominicans strove 
towards: the authentic devoted are able to discern between the real and false Madonna.33  A symbol of victory 
over heresy was Saint Peter Martyr. In Florence, his cult was fostered by the Dominicans in the San Marco, the 
convent where Serafino Razzi started his activity.34 

The iconography of Falsa Madonna from the vita of Saint Peter Martyr in the Cappella Portinari, and the 
use of this episode as a model for building the image of female living saints in the opus of Serafino Razzi, gives 
a significant insight into the development of the Dominican theological concepts. Due to the significance of the 
Dominicans in the effort of eradicating heresy, from the 15th century an effort was invested by reformed Domini-
cans in spreading Observant learning, it is necessary to follow the traces of this didactical tale on a wider plane: 
from Milan, the cult headquarters which held the relics of the inquisitor patron, to Florence, where Serafino Razzi, 
Osanna’s biographer is from. Namely, Peter Martyr was originally buried in San Simpliciano (Milan), and then his 
body was transferred to Cappella Portinari in the Dominican basilica of Sant’ Eustorgio. It was commissioned by 
the manager of the branch of Medici bank in Milan, Pigello di Folco Portinari (1421–1468) from Florence, who 
had been decreed by Peter Martyr in a vision to found a chapel in St Eustorgio, according to the legend.35 The 
Basilica of St Eustorgio in Milan was the seat of the Dominican Order in the city and had special status after Pope 
Gregory IX in 1232 announced the church as the first seat of the inquisition in Lombardy and Peter of Verona 
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as the first inquisitor. Peter had a carefully worked out concept of fighting against heresy. In practice, this also 
meant organizing groups of laymen into pious confraternities, as well as founding monasteries for women in 
Milan and Florence.36 From the standpoint of the Dominican Order in the 15th century, it is necessary to bear in 
mind that words and images on the victory over Satan disguised as the Madonna are linked with one of the first 
students of Dominic Guzman, and the first one canonized after him.37 From that aspect, even though the Basilica 
di Sant’Eustorgio, where the painting Madonna finta can be found, did not belong to the Observants, the word, 
that is, the hagiography according to which the painting occurred, was gathered (for the Acta Sanctorum) by the 
learned Dominican Amrogio Taegio (deceased in 1517) from the Observant monastery of Santa Maria della Grazie 
in Milan and from 1559 the seat of the Tribunale dell’Inquisizione ai domenicani osservanti.38 

These are the foundations for analyzing the phenomenon of the theme of Satana in forma della Madonna 
in Kotor tradition. The politics of strict Observants and sustaining of the Catholic faith by the Kotor Dominicans 
was a key requirement in this area at the border of Catholicism, surrounded by an Orthodox population and the 
Ottoman threat. Serafino Razzi’s mission to spread the Observant reform in Dubrovnik and Kotor is a key to un-
derstanding many layers of the vita di Osanna including the appearance of Falsa Madonna. By seeking the traces 
of this motif in the centers whence it spread, it is possible to create a wider context for understanding the mean-
ing and didactical role of this narrative.
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and heretic was not clearly defined in the world of popular imagery and the associations conveyed by that imagery. 
The confusion and difficulties of those times was witnessed by Cosimo and most of his colleagues at the Council of Flor-
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Valentina Živković

Satana in forma della Madonna 
Serafino Razzi i dominikanska opservantska reforma u Kotoru

U tekstu se analizira značenje teme Madonna finta u hagiografiji i ikonografiji, u okviru dominikanskog teološkog i reli-
gijskog učenja i napora u provođenju opservantske reforme. Prikaz se temelji ponajprije na komparativnoj analizi riječi i slike 
u hagiografiji Sv. Petra Mučenika i ikonografiji scene Čudo hostije (Falsa Madonna) u Kapeli Portinari u crkvi San Eustorgio u 
Milanu, a zatim i na interpretaciji iste teme u hagiografiji Ozane Kotorske krajem 16. stoljeća. Ključ za razmatranje predstavlja 
djelatnost Ozaninog biografa, dominikanca opservanta Serafina Razzija iz samostana Sv. Marka u Firenci. Iz komparativne 
perspektive  posebno su značajni elementi u okviru literarnog hagiografskog opusa S. Razzija i njegovih slijednika, pogotovo 
model postavljen u djelu Vita di Caterina de’Ricci. Okosnicu za promatranje prikaza Satana in forma della Madonna (Sotona u 
Marijinom liku) predstavljaju dvije teme od posebne važnosti za dominikansku reformu druge polovice 16. stoljeća. Prva je 
isticanje uloge i snage kulta hostije i doktrine transsupstancijacije, a druga je isticanje borbe protiv hereze. Upravo se na ovim 
dvjema temama sagledava i fenomen pojave blažene Ozane u kotorskom društvu 16. stoljeća.  
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